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About This Game

Leaving Lyndow is a short, first-person exploration adventure game, set in the Eastshade universe.

It's Clara's last day on the island where she grew up. With high honors, she's graduated and fulfilled her childhood dream of
joining the Guild of Maritime Exploration. She needs to complete preparations, visit her favorite places, and say her goodbyes -

before leaving on a journey she may not return from. *Dangerous journey not included*

Features

  Leaving Lyndow is a peaceful experience, with a detailed environment to explore at your own pace.

  Examine objects to learn about the life and world of a young scientist preparing to leave home.

  Partake in mini-games that further reveal the story.

  Speak with friends and family as they prepare for the departure of a loved one.

  Short and sweet: An experience that can be completed in one sitting.
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I bought this and I can't seem to find it in game anywhere. Where is it?

Update: It is fixed. even for a kids game it's fun at my age,only problem is there seems to be no exit button?. This game has so
much potential all it needs now are helicopters, backup, swat, coast guards,possibly boats and just bigger maps and maybe even
multiple different maps like for example LA which has LA vehicles, UK has UK vehicles and so on.
Excalibur Games please take in my requests as i know at least one person agrees with me his name on steam is Marshmallow!.
Image & Form Games did it again. the game is a Diamond...i love it since it released for nintendo and i waited for it to release
on pc too. Graphics are colorful and cute,music is what it must be for the game, characters are awesome and very artistic as the
other games. i turned on my pc and bough it without second though. 10\/10 for me.. Very challenging puzzles. I'm struggling.
Not used to struggle with puzzles. Good game, I very much like the theme.. Big ol' heaping pile of wet
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 garbage.
. The A E S T H E T I C S of videogames.
Despite the odd look there is a solid plattformer with surprisingly good music in this.

BECOME SHOE. fun and relaxing. This is fiction.. If you have long distance+high value max and you want 100k+ jobs, this dlc
is worth it
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Very quick with accurate results.. Words fail to convey the emotions you'll feel reading this masterpiece.

An amazing, golden experience.. Well here I am with just over 4 hours of gameplay writing a review about this game Star Fleet
Rogue Adventures....a bit of a mouthful I know.

What do I think...?

Well its very addictive and it has that strange quality which distorts time...I thought I was only playing for about an hour but
when I finally checked it was 4 hours later....note to devs...STOP MESSING WITH TIME !!!....you are messing with forces you
do not understand....you could destroy all of humanity when you mess with time distortion...er...anyway I digress.

Back to the review. The graphics are nothing to write home about and I suspect a lot of people are going to be put off.
But they would be making a terrible mistake..for they would be missing a gem laden with gameplay. You can explore planets,
mine asteroids, board other ships and have space battles...amongst lots of other things.

You have to explore wormholes and send probes through them to discover the end points in a kinda arcade minigame.
It sounds worse than it is as I find the various minigames are a nice change of pace from the overall strategic challenge which is
to destroy your chosen alien race.

This is accomplished by heading towards their base sector by sector whilst also exploring alien planets for rescources to sustain
your fleet.

You also have research. By the way all the alien races have a level from 1-9 with 9 being the toughest. Also you can choose to be
higher level race only once you have conquered it.

Achievments are a nice touch here....they give you tangible in game benefits and are not just for show. Such as a nice artifact to
improve your gunnery etc...

I have only touched the surface of this game but I look forward to more to be added by the dev to what could turn out to be a
great game.

So yes I highly reccomend you get this as soon as possible If you like good gameplay and dont overly value graphics,

You will not like this game if you prefer twitch based arcade games with very little planning...however you will love it if you
like deep and thoughtful strategy served with a side order of alien mayhem complete with pirates and nasty life forms that want
to spill your tea and generally ruin your day in a very unsportsmanlike fashion.

Oh also I only discovered this game by accident as I was searching Steam for something interesting to buy. This really was not
well advertised but im glad I discovered it.

Go get it now......oh and thanks for reading this rather rambling review....love ya all. This is an extremely fun full body workout.
Unlike beat saber, PowerBeats works your legs and core more, as it makes you duck, dodge, and quickly jump from side to side
as you punch the targets. I look forward to more songs, level editors and custom music support. It's also exciting to see the
developers working on different game modes, more environments, and so much more!.

If you love music\/rhythm games and love tricking yourself into working out, try PowerBeats out!. Though it has some bugs and
a bit poor UI design that needs some work, it's a nice adaptation of the original board game. Dev should check what the dev of
Twilight Struggle or armello did on their games. They really diid a great job on UI design and presented the cards, figures, dice
roll animation and so on in such a decent, satisfying way.
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